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A Stanhope with a Battery
by Bobbi London
Stalhope collectors are always seeking items unlike anv they have
seen in other collections. I was inhigued this July when an antique
dealer told me he had a stanhope that lit up Actually, I was
dubious, having never heard of such an article. I was truly
impressed with the 14K gold cathedral charm he finally located.

Cathedralcharm, batteryand U.S. quarter.
Baloh L o n d o no h o t o
At the base of the charm is a covered compartment which holds a
smail battery, 5/16in in diameter and 1/8in high lVhen the cover is
pressed, the battery contacts an extremely tiny light in the center of
the cathedral, located behind the image of the stanhope. It
iiluminates the interior of the cathedral as well as providing
additional light for viewing the photographic image.
The charm is large, 1-1l8in tall, 1in long, and 7/2nwide,larger than
any church charm I've seen The stanhope image is the Lord's
Prayer, common in churches. This cathedral charm was one of a
number that came off a bracelet with battery-lit charms. None of the
others had a stanhope. There was no identifiable company or maker,
and I would be happy to learn more about their manufacture. Are
there other similar stanhopes out there, waiting to be found?
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Gollecting Photo Albums
by Mike Ke'ssler
On September20, PhotoHistory XlI, the triennittl conferenceof photo
historians,will beheld at the GeorgeEastmanHouse in Rochester,New
York. At that conference,
I wiII presentan illustrated lectureentitled "The
Art of the Album." Here is a condensationof that yesmtation.
Other than the size of their windows - evidence of their use for
cartes de visite, cabinet cards or any of the countless other ninetemth
cenftrry photo sizes - photo albums have very little to do with
photography. Their closest kin in the pantheon of collectibles would
be that of elaborately bound books. No copy of Canterbury Taleswas
ever bound in as elaborate a manner as even the least expensive,
tum-of-the-century celluloid photo album, while some extreme
examples would be more at home among the crown jewels in the
Tower of London than on a coffee table.
Most sizes of early photogaphs originated from the logical
partitioning of the silversmith's standard 6-l/2by 8-1l2 inch silver
ptate, originally chosen in the 1840sas a source for daguerreotypes.
Later on however, whm the carte de visite craze of the 1860s had run
its course, the larger cabinet photograph and evm larger sizes like
the Paris Panel were created by photo album manufacturers, eager to
open new markets for their wares.
Arising simultaneously with the invmtion of the four-lens carnera
and the millions of ca-rtesde visite (a narrow version of the "quarter
plate") that followed, most early photo albums were made from
Ieather applied to thin wood or cardboard. Soon these leather
alburns became more heavily constmcted and elaborately embossed,
often gilded in floral and geometric designs and studded with
porcelain buttons to p(otect their omate surfaces.
As the popularity of collecting images of family and frimds spread
higher up the ladder of class and affluence, o.necould, for a price,
have albums made from a wide variety of materials including ivory,
rare woods, mother-of-pearl, silver and gold and embellished with
just about any gemstone you could think of. During the Civil War,
exceptionally fine velvets were used in conjunction with such classic
book crafts as gold leaf embossing and fore edge carving and
painting, creating some of the most stururing photo albums to be
found.

As with any collectible, condition is paramount. Not only should the
covers be as perfect as possible but the pages inside as wi[. A few
minor tears are usually acceptable and can be carefuIly repaired, but
missing segments and stained or written on pages definitely reduce
an album's desirability. Conversely, if the covers are sufficiently
spectacular, the inside pages can even be absent. I once paid u jte"p
price for a fabulous set of Onyx and pieha Dura album cbvers wheie
the pages had been discarded and the covers tumed into a Victorian
blotter (It's a future restoration project). Although I appreciate an
album filled with beautiftrl examples of the phot-ogrupn".,s art, my
particular goal is find albums ttrat have never been
used. These I
$erish and keep pristine. However, albums which have been used
but may be partially or inappropriately filled, usua_llyend up as
repositories for our collection of cdv's and cabinet cards of children
with toys, animals, and of course my favorite, people posed with
examples of stereoscopesand cameras forrnd in otirer segments
of
our collection. Our photo albums relate handsomely to 6ur overall
collection of photographica, but thep more than most, stand
out as
elegant?ieces of sculpture, reflecting the society in which
and for
wnrch they were created.
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It was during this early period that music box albums first appeared.
Small Swiss cylinder mechanisms were placed in a compartrnent at
the back of the album, tinkling out their melodies when switched on
b1'cpenjng the alburn cc.rer. In the 1880sthese were jcined by disc
players with changeable trmesCommon photo albums in the cabinet card period (1878-1910)were
often produced in combinations of gaudy, pattemed velvet and the
era's new "wonder material," Celluloid. Invented as a substitute for
ivory billiard balls, this early plastic was quickly found to be the
ideal material for forming into the wild and colorfuI shapes dictated
by the taste of the period. As in the cdv albums of two decades
earlier, these as well could be had in all manner of exotic and
expensive constructions.
The easiest,and in many ways the most satisfying, rype of photo
album to collect is Celluloid. Beautiful examples are continuously
being offered o.neBay, though near perfect examples are scarce and
usually command prices of $1.00to $40o. On the other hand, think of
Celluloid albums as being literally printed on a press. The variety is
infinite but their rarity and value will never approach that of "hard"
albums - my own term for albums other than those made in
quantity from leather, cloth, velvet or Celluloid. What's left are the
largely hand made albums which we (my wife Gladys is also a
passionate collector) especially try to acquire. Crafted from onyx,
brass, glass, ivory, shell, carved wood, etc., the best of these can
deplete your collecting budget by several thousands of dollars.
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were two different models made.The first had a speedof 301000and the second15-500.Nikon purchasedthe camera
design and thus began their underwaterline they named
Nikonos. The Calypsomodelsrangein price from $400-600.
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